The Judd Fellowship leverages professional experiences in international settings for University of Minnesota graduate and professional students. During the past ten years, Judd Fellows have embraced grand challenges worldwide. They have excelled at working side-by-side with professionals in other countries on career-defining projects, from hospitals, to schools, to NGOs...the list goes on.

And the impact of the Judd Fellowship has moved beyond graduation. Judd Alumni are found at the Gates Foundation, the World Bank, universities, NGOs, government, and hospitals to name only a few. A philanthropic investment in the Judd Fellowship continues to make a return into the future.

This impact begins when a selection committee reviews 30 to 40 proposals annually selecting 15 for funding. Sadly, excellent and competitive proposals go unfunded.

That’s why over the next decade, the GPS Alliance seeks to:

- Maintain the core funding for 15 Judd Fellowships,
- Increase the number of Judd Fellowships from 15 to 30, and
- Increase the size of fellowships from $2,500 to $3,500.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO ENGAGE

GIVE A GIFT
FUNDRAISE
PARTICIPATE

How? All details on reverse side.

TO LEARN MORE
Contact us: Diane Young, Director of Development
612-624-8819 or young054@umn.edu
Visit us: global.umn.edu/support
Endow a named Judd Fellowship NEW!

➜ Utilize Fast Start4Impact, an initiative of the U of M Foundation.

Donate to the Walter Judd Fellowship Development Fund

➜ Gifts of any size provide resources to increase the size of fellowships, extend travel insurance to Fellows, and honor returned Fellows at the annual Judd Fellows Expo.

Establish a Matching Gifts Fund ($10,000 minimum) NEW!

➜ Match the contributions of Judd Fellows Alumni and encourage their philanthropic spirit.

Sponsor a segment of the Judd Fellowship Program* NEW!

➜ The Judd Fellows Expo reception, an annual reception in October, has grown from 30 guests to more than 100 and is attended by Judd Fellows and their families, Judd Alumni, U of M faculty and staff, friends and family of Miriam and Walter Judd, and donors. **Sponsor it for $2,500.** We’ll include your name or logo in all materials. And you’ll receive a copy of the Judd Fellow annual reports in addition to an invitation to the Expo for you and up to 3 guests.

➜ The Judd Fellows Expo poster session, runs concurrently with the Judd Fellows Expo reception. During the poster session, Judd Fellows present their international projects and visit one-on-one with Judd Expo attendees. **Sponsor it for $1,500.** We’ll include your name or logo in all materials. And you’ll receive a framed photo with the Judd Fellow and poster of your choice.

➜ Judd Fellows “Network” Event. Early in May, the newly selected Judd Fellows gather for a pizza lunch—a first step in making life-long connections as Judd Fellows. **Sponsor it for $1,000.** We’ll include your name or logo in all materials. And we’ll invite you to the “Network” Event. Be among the first to meet the new cohort of Judd Fellows.

Donate to the Judd Alumni Fellowship Fund (for Judd Alumni only) NEW!

➜ This fund accepts outright gifts of any size. It will fund one (or more) additional Judd Fellowships assuming that at least a total of $2,500 has been committed by Dec. 31.

*Sponsorships will be directed to Walter Judd Fellowship Development Fund.

---

**FUNDRAISE**

Create your own online fundraising page and share it with friends and family.

Contact Meaka Pitschka at 612-626-9123 or meaka@umn.edu for more information.

**PARTICIPATE**

Attend the annual Judd Fellows Expo held each October.

Share your email address and receive the Judd E-News. Contact meaka@umn.edu to get on the mailing list.